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Welcome to the OmicSoft Suite Knowledge page:







As part of our modernization efforts, We're updating our help documentation by combining old information from OmicSoft tutorials and wiki. Many outdated pages have been removed or consolidated. If you can't find what you need, please email ts-bioinformatics@qiagen.com .
The Help button for analytics functions points to this page, where you can find related information. We're working to provide direct links to the help pages for each function.Â Thank you for your patience and understanding as we work to improve your experience.
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Â 



Please consider this as your source for reference documentation and tips on usingÂ OmicSoft ServerÂ®Â andÂ OmicSoft StudioÂ®Â software products.


This knowledge base is divided into two main sections:


	
	Articles related to OmicSoft Suite and

	
	
	Articles related to OmicSoft Land

	
	



To access the relevant information, choose the section you are interested in, and you will be directed to a new screen that lists all available articles under the selected section.

Articles are subcategorized based on their functional areas depending on the initial selection:Â 
Â 
OmicSoft Suite:Â 


	
	Installation and ConfigurationÂ (Articles related to installation and setup of OmicSoft Client and Server)

	
	
	Project and data managementÂ (Articles related to project and data set management: Publishing, access controls etc..Â Â )

	
	
	Visualizations(Documentation onÂ keyÂ supported visualizations and various options)

	
	
	Data Analysis modules(Articles related to supported data analysis features: QC, Ngs Reports, TransGene analysis, SRA downloads, etc..Â Â )

	
	
	Server management(Articles related to server management: LDAP Configuration, folder mappingÂ etc..Â )

	
	Cloud analysis(Articles related to cloud Analysis: Cloud Server configuration, On-demand cloud analysis, Supported AMI, etc.. )
	
	Genome Browser(Documentation onÂ Genome browser tutorials, navigation, supported file types etc..)

	
	
	Oshell scripting(Documentation onÂ Oshell Scripting basics, accessing data through APIs..)

	



OmicSoft Lands


	
	Land contentÂ (Introduction to all available contents and its various uses, metadata descriptions etc. )

	
	
	Land visualizations(Describes all available visualizations by data types )

	
	
	Land analytics(Documentation on various supported analyses on the land data creating subsets, gene set analysis, custom comic data queries, gene expression analysis, etc.. )

	
	
	Data import/export(Describes key articles related to the various various to import or export data sets into the OmiSoft Suite: Download comparison data, building custom lands, refreshing land content, building virtual lands etc.. )

	
	
	Land Explorer(Overview of Land Explorer and various supported viewsÂ )

	
	
	OmicSoft Programmatic Interface(Overview of Omisoft Land API)

	



Furthermore, the interface allows users to search for specific keywords, and relevant articles will be displayed in the search results.
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